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Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G. Then H is said to have the 
character restriction property in G (CR property for short) if 
each irreducible complex character of H is the restriction 
qf a character qf G. (CR) 
If H has a normal complement in G, then H certainly has the CR property. 
Several authors have studied the converse question: Sah [6] shows, for 
example, that if H is a soluble Hall subgroup of G and if H has the CR 
property, then H has a normal complement in G; and in [IS] Schmidt and 
Richen show that the same is true when G is soluble and H is a Carter sub- 
group of G. Our object is to prove the following generalization of this 
result of Schmidt and Richen. 
THEOREM. Let 5 be a saturatedformation, let G be a finite soluble group, 
and let H be an s-projector of G. If H has the CR property in G, then H has 
a normal complement in G. 
Of course, when 5 is the class of nilpotent groups, H is a Carter sub- 
group of G. It is natural to ask whether the Theorem can be further 
generalized to the situation where His a projector for a Schunck class. The 
answer is “no”: Let G= H Y Z, the central product of H= SL(2, 3) with a 
cyclic group 2 of order 4. Then H = 02(G), and so His a projector of G for 
the Schunck class of 2-perfect groups (groups X for which 02(X) = X). It is 
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straightforward to check that H has the CR property in G. 
is the unique minimal normal subgroup of 6, and therefor 
ma1 complement. 
After proving some preliminary lemmas, we will present the proof of t 
Theorem in three parts. In Section I we analyse the structure of a mini 
counterexample G; in Section II the CR property is shown to correspond to 
a special condition on the orbits of G and H acting on the elements of a 
certain finite G-module. Finally, in Section III the counterexample is ruled 
out with the help of the Orbit Theorem, whose proof is long and technic;al 
and will be published elsewhere (see [2]). All groups considered below are 
assumed to be finite and soluble. 
In what follows 5 will denote a fixed saturated formation, defined IocalBy 
by a formation function f which satisfies 
for all primes p for which f(p) # a. (II ere G, denotes the class of finite p- 
groups.) The S-residual of a group 6, viz., the smallest normal subgroup 
such that GJRE 5, will be denoted by G%. We shall make 
notation, terminology, and basic properties of formations to 
Carter and Hawkes El ]. 
LEMMA I. Let H be an S-projector of 6 
(a) Jf Hn 6% = 1, then G” is a no al compfement to H in 4;. 
(b) lf H has a normal complement in 6, then G5 = R. 
Prot?f: Since an g-projector of a group covers every &quotient group, 
we have HG5 = G, and Assertion (a) is therefore clear. 
To prove Assertion (b), observe that G/R = 
therefore 6” < R. But HG3 = G, whence IG 
G5=R. 
LEMMA 2. Let H be an k-projector of a group M, and assume that 
complements M5 in 44. Then H normalizes some Syloow p-subgroup of M” 
for each prime p. 
Proo$ By Theorem 5.3 of Carter and 
contains an g-normalizer, E, say, of M, and by Theorem 4.1 of the same 
work E covers the S-central chief factors of 6. Therefore E covers 
which implies that 1 El 3 j H] and hence that E = H. Let 2 be a Illall 
of A4 giving rise to the g-normalizer H, and for each prime r let s’ denote 
the IIall r’-subgroup in C. Then H normalizes 
Lemma 3.11, and hence normalizes M” n s’ since 
p=n r+pSr, which is the Sylow p-subgroup of A4 in Z. Then N normalizes 
n,.,,(M”nS’)=MWnPESyl,(M”), as desired. 
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I. THE STRUCTURE OF A MINIMAL 
COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE THEOREM 
Let G be a counterexample of minimal order, and let H be an g-projec- 
tor of G. Denote by Irr(X) the set of irreducible characters of a group X, 
and for each x in Irr(H), choose a character x* in Irr(G) such that x = xg. 
(1) H has a unique minimal normal subgroup. Let N be a minimal nor- 
mal subgroup of H, set 
%‘= {xlxEIrr(H), NdKer(x)), 
and observe that n{Ker(~)Ix~g] = N. Set K= (J{Ker(x*) [ XE%‘}. Then 
Ka G and H n K = N. Every irreducible character of the &projector HK/K 
(2 H/N) of G/K can be lifted from a character in V and is therefore the 
restriction of an irreducible character of G/K. Since K is non-trivial, G/K is 
not a counterexample to the Theorem, and so (HK/K) A (G/K)% = 1 by 
Lemma l(b). Therefore, since (G/K)5 = G5K/K, we have Hn G5 < K, and 
hence Hn G5 6 Hn K= N. If Hn G” = 1, then G is not a counterexample 
by Lemma 1 (a), and since Hn G5_a H, we conclude that N= Hn GS, 
which is independent of the choice of N. Thus Assertion (1) is justified. 
Henceforth N will denote the unique minimal normal subgroup of H; we 
fix p as the prime dividing INI, and write R for the S-residual GS of G. 
(2) R= OP(R). S’ mce HE 3, we have H/O,>(H) of. But O,,(H) = 1 
by (l), and so HE B,f(p) =f(p). Therefore G/R (Z H/N) is in f(p), and 
hence G/OF(R) E 6, f(p) E 5. Consequently R = Gs E OP(R), and Asser- 
tion (2) now follows. 
(3) G has normal subgroups T and S, with S = NT and N n T= 1, such 
that R/S and S/T are chief factors of G; moreover T is a PI-group. Let R/S 
be a chief factor of G. If ) R/S1 is a power of the prime q, then q #p by (2). 
Let M= HS. Since G/S $3, the subgroup M is properly contained in G 
and is therefore a maximal subgroup of G complementing R/S in G. If 
XE Irr(H), certainly x$ ~1rr(M), and so the @projector H of M has the 
CR property in M. Let T= M5. Since M is not a counterexample to the 
Theorem, by Lemma l(b) we have HT= M and Hn T= 1. Since R/S is a 
p/-group, the p-group N (= Hn R) coincides with Hn S, and therefore 
NT= (Hn S) T=MnS=S. Because Nn T< Hn T= 1, the claim that N 
complements Tin S is justified. Since the @projector H of M complements 
T (= M5), we know from Lemma 2 that H n.ormalizes a Sylow p-subgroup, 
P, say, of T. Since H of (p) as we saw in (2), we have PHE 6, f(p) c 5, 
and in consequence PH= H because H is F&maximal in G. Hence P < 
H n T= 1, and T is a p’-group; in particular, T = O,(S) char Sa G, whence 
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naliy, since S/T= NT/Tr N and N is irreducible under 
at S/T is a chief factor of 6, and (3) is fully justified. 
(4) Na_G; in particular S = N x T. Let L = N,(N). 
k < G and derive a contradiction. Since NE Syl,(S), the Fratti 
implies that G = LS = L(NT) = LT. Since Nc3HP we have 
because L is not a counterexample, we conclude, as in (3), t 
and Hn LB = 1. Consequently, using np to denote the highest power of p 
dividing I?, we have 
lGl,= ILTI,= l-U,= IHI, lt’l,> (*I 
because T is a $-group by (3). But hbS has @-index in G, and 
HNT = MT. Therefore IG/ p = ) HTI p = / HJ D, and we deduce from (* 
Ls is a @-group. However, RJT= (G/T)” = (LTJT)” = L”TJT, 
implies that R/T is a p’-group. Since / N[ = /S/T/ divides ( 
contradiction. Hence (4) holds. 
(5) C,(N) = S. Let C = C,(N). Then Ca 6, and by (4) S < C. In prov- 
ing that C 6 S, we can therefore factor out by 9, replacing N by 
NTJT= S/T. In other words, we can assume without loss of generality that 
T= 1 and can set S= N. Let Q E Syl,(R), so th R=NQ and NnQ= 1. If 
R < C, then R = N x Q, which contradicts (2). 
CnR=N and CN, Ql = N C-F) 
since RJN is a chief factor of G. 
Next, we aim to show that N= F(H), the Fitting subgroup of H. From 
(1) we know that F(H) is a p-group. Moreover, F(H) < C by III. 4.3 of 
Huppert [3]. Therefore N < [F(H), Q] < [C, R] < Cn R = N, whence 
[F(H), Q] = N. If @(F(H)) # 1, then N< @(F(R)) by (1). The p’group Q 
erefore centralizes F(H)/@(F(H)), and hence [N, Q] = 1 by III, 3.18 of 
uppert 131, contrary to (7). Thus @(F(H)) = 1, and F(H) is an elemen- 
tary abelian p-group. But then F(H) = [F( 1, (21 x G&i?) = 
Nx C,,,,(R) by I, 17.7 of Huppert [3]. Since C,,,,(R)aM, we conclude 
from (1) that CFcHJ (R) = 1, thus proving our assertion that F(H) = N. 
Therefore Eln C= N by III, 4.2(b) of Huppert [3]. 
Using bars to denote images under the natural homomor~bism 
G + G/N= G, we have G = RH, where R A 8= 1 and R is a minimal nor- 
mal subgroup of G. We suppose, if possible, that c # 1 and derive a con- 
tradiction. Let U be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in C; then 
UnR= UnR= 1. Let V=Rn UR. Then V is normal in R and is cen- 
tralized by the abelian group UR = U x R, whence VC/~ G. Since V d 
have U # V, and so U < UV < Ui?. Since hi (5% R) is a chief factor of 6, 
it follows that UP’= Ui?, and hence 
v/r uv/u= URJU~ 
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where the two isomorphisms respect the G-action. Thus V, like Z?, is a q- 
group, and since HE 3, we have Aut,-( V)r Aut& V) Ef(q). Consequently 
Aut,(R) Ef (q), and so G has a chief series 1 < I< . . . < G in which every 
chief factor is f-central. But this implies that GE 5 and contradicts the fact 
that a= GE. Hence C= 1, and the proof of (5) is complete. 
II. A MODULE ASXXIATED WITH THE MINIMAL COUNTEREXAMPLE 
If V is an abelian group, let P= Hom( V, C), the group of 
homomorphisms from V to the multiplicative group of complex numbers; 
thus the elements of V are the irreducible characters of V. If V is an 
elementary abelian p-group admitting a group G of operators, we can write 
V additively and regard it as an lF,G-module in the usual way. In this case 
P may also be written additively (by defining (3, + ,u)( v) = J”(v) p(v) for 
v E V, 1, ,U E p, and noting that the zero of V then becomes the map sending 
each v E V to 1 E C), and thus written, P becomes an 5,G-module on 
setting 
(Ag) v = qvg-1) 
for /X E V, g E G, and v E V. In particular, if a normal, elementary abelian p- 
subgroup V of a group G is viewed as an IF,G-module, then the set Irr( V) 
assumes the structure of the contragredient module V in a natural way. 
We now apply these observations to our minimal counterexample G, 
taking V= N. Let A~Irr(N)=fl, and let C= (h~HJ,lh=/2}. (C=l,(l) in 
the symbolism of Definition 6.10 of Isaacs [4], who uses multiplicative 
notation.) As we showed in step (5) of Section I, N is the Fitting subgroup 
of H, and so by III, 4.4 of Huppert [3] we can write H = NL with 
NnL=l. Thus C=N(CnL), and if N,=Ker;1, then [N,CnL]dN,, 
whence N,(Cn L)a C. Therefore C has an irreducible character $ such 
that Ker($) = Nn( Cn L) and tjN = A. Let x = $“. Then by 6.1 l(b) of Isaacs 
[4] we have x~Irr(H). Since H has the CR property in G, there exists a 
x* ~1rr(G) such that x> =x. Applying Clifford’s theorem to the normal 
subgroup N of G (see, for example, Theorems 6.2 and 6.5 of Isaacs [4]), we 
obtain 
X*N=XN=/ZhI+ ... +Ah,, 
where {h, ,..., h,) is a set of coset representatives of C in H. If C* = 
{g~GjJ,g=~} (=Z&n)), it follows that IG:C*I =t=(H:CI. In other 
words, we have shown that for each UC@, 
lG:C,(v)J = IH:C,(v)l. 
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Since Ker(G on i?) = Ker(G on N) = C,(N) = S, we may regar 
[F,G-module, where G = GJS. Furthermore, we know from our analysis in 
Section I that G= i?l7, where i? is a normal elementary abelian q-group of 
G complemented in G by R. Since S < C,(v) for all v E 8, the minimal 
counterexample gives rise to an IF,G-module fl, which is faithful for G and 
satisfies 
IG:C,(v)j = (RCR(V)I for all v 15 iQ. 
III. THE ORBIT THEOREM AND THE FINAL CONTRADICTION 
The elements of fi are permuted under the action of G, and Con 
(Q) of Section II clearly implies that every E-i-orbit is a G-orbit. Therefore 
the hypotheses of the following Orbit Theorem are satisfied with I’= R. 
-- 
ORBIT THEOREM (Hawkes and Jones [2] ). Let G = RH, where 
normal elementary abelian q-subgroup of G and R n IT= 1. Let k be 
field ef churacteristic p ( # q), and let V be a kG-module, faithful-for C, such 
that every R-orbit on the elements of V is already a G-orbit. Then O&I?) < 
C,(R). 
From this theorem we may therefore deduce that in the minimal coun- 
terexample R/S is centralized by J, where J/S = O,,(HS/S). Since sjsr 
H/(Nn S) = H/N and N is a q’-group, it follows that O,(H) < J. Because 
HE 3, we have N/O,(H) E 6, f(q) =f(q), and as G/C&R/S) is isomorphic 
with H/C,(R/S), a quotient of H/O,,(H), the chief factor R/S is f-central in 
G. Since GJR E 5, this implies that G/S f 5, against the fact that R = G” by 
definition. This is the final contradiction, which therefore proves the main 
Theorem. 
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